
 
 

 

 

 
UPDATE TO MEMBERSHIP 

TREATY RIGHTS LITIGATION AND MEDIATION 
 
This is an update to membership on the significant progress that has been made with the treaty 
rights litigation and resulting mediation with the Province.  
 

 
 
Why did Blueberry bring a claim against the Province for breach of Treaty 
No. 8?  
 
Blueberry River First Nations (BRFN) has a long history in raising concerns about the 
cumulative impact of development on BRFN’s treaty rights with the Province.  
 
As early as 2005, BRFN delivered a report to the provincial government outlining the Nation’s 
concerns regarding cumulative impacts in the territory. BRFN included a series of time lapse 
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maps showing the increase of well and seismic activity development from 1970-2005. This 
highlighted the need to preserve remaining lands. The Province did not respond to BRFN’s call 
for land protection.  
 
After continued efforts to have the Province protect BRFN land where there are “shrinking 
options” for the exercise of treaty rights, on April 1, 2014, BRFN withdrew from the Economic 
Benefit Agreement with BC due to the very high level of development occurring in BRFN 
territory despite BRFN’s objections.  
 
Throughout 2014/2015, the Province refused to discuss shared land use planning and limits on 
development with BRFN.  
 
As a result, in March 2015, BRFN filed a groundbreaking lawsuit in British Columbia Supreme 
Court, suing the Province of British Columbia (BC) for breach of Treaty No. 8 based on the 
cumulative impact of development on BRFN’s way of life. As many members reported, 
members are no longer able to practice the treaty rights promised to BRFN’s ancestors in the 
areas that they have traditionally done so, due to the widespread development in the territory.  
 
The claim seeks a declaration of unjustified infringement and orders that future development that 
would cause further unjustified infringement not be permitted to proceed. The claim further 
seeks to restrain development, until a land management regime that protects treaty rights is 
developed and implemented. 
 
What happened after Blueberry brought the Claim? 
 
Following the filing of the claim, BRFN immediately sought land protection.  
 
In early July 2015, BRFN applied for an injunction to prevent the Province from selling timber 
sale licences that would authorize clear cutting 1,700 hectares of forest in BRFN territory. The 
Crown argued against BRFN’s application, stating that the Treaty does not protect from 
cumulative impacts of industrial development and that there was no serious question to be tried 
in the Claim.  
 
On July 27, 2015, the Court issued its decision saying that it had no hesitation in finding that 
Blueberry had raised a serious issue for trial about the harm from cumulative impacts to treaty 
rights. However Court denied the injunction because it would protect too little of the land that is 
under industrial development to make a significant difference to the problem of cumulative 
impacts. The Court suggested that an application for a more broad ranging injunction would be 
necessary to truly address the scale of the cumulative impacts concerning Blueberry. 
 
Following the Court’s indication that BRFN had sought to protect too little land to address 
cumulative impacts, BRFN proceeded in November 2016 to seek broad-scale injunctive relief to 
limit the authorization of further industrial activity in the critical areas within the territory, until 
trial or until a satisfactory land management plan is in place that takes into account BRFN’s 
treaty rights.  
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Again the Court disagreed with BC and held that BRFN had raised a serious issue to be tried, 
and that BRFN would suffer irreparable harm if the injunction were not granted based on the 
evidence of BRFN members of impacts to the territory and treaty rights, but ultimately 
concluded that given the broad and significant impacts that would be felt by the Province, 
industry and others if development was halted in the critical areas, the balance of convenience 
did not favour granting the injunction before trial. The Court emphasized that given that the trial 
date was fast approaching and the significant implications of granting an injunction it was better 
to hold a full trial to decide the matter on complete evidence. In the meantime, the Court strongly 
encouraged the Province to negotiate a resolution in good faith with BRFN. 
 
BRFN had early success in preliminary motions before the Court. BRFN was successful in 
opposing disclosure of a number of categories of documents sought by the Province, including 
traditional use interview transcripts from members that would not be witnesses at trial. BRFN 
established new legal precedent that protected as privileged members interviews with the Band 
about traditional use. BRFN was also successful in resisting disclosure of agreements with 
proponents on projects that BRFN had objected to. This is significant as the Court held that the 
agreements that relate to Projects that BRFN objected to were not relevant to the Province’s 
defence that BRFN acquiesced in, or participated in, industrial development in the territory.   
 
BRFN was also successful in defending the Province’s attempt to exclude BRFN’s mapping 
expert’s evidence that approved of the Atlas of Cumulative Landscape Disturbance as an 
accurate portrayal of the development in BRFN territory.  BRFN also successfully brought an 
application to stay the obligation to pay the $800/day court hearing fee to the Province.  
The trial date was set for March 2018 for 100 days.   
 
Offer from the Province to Enter Mediation 
 
Early in 2018, after BRFN had exchanged expert reports with the Province, the Attorney General 
of BC proposed seeking a mediated settlement of the claim. The Province had previously not 
been willing to talk with BRFN about land protection.  
 
The parties agreed to appoint senior mediator Vince Ready. 
 
BRFN advised the Province that BRFN would not enter mediation without interim measures in 
place to limit approvals of further development while mediation was underway. The Province 
agreed to BRFN’s terms and deferred applications for development within BRFN trapline areas 
for 60 days of mediation (de facto 120 days for oil and gas). 
 
Goals of Mediation with the Province  
 
BRFN’s goals for the mediation included the following:  
 

Long Term Goals  
 

• Enforceable land management regime that puts protection of treaty rights as a 
priority. 
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• Development that does occur cannot be inconsistent with first principle of protection 
of treaty rights and way of life for future generations. 

 
Immediate Term Goals 

 
• While new land management regime is being developed, interim protections over 

critical areas of BRFN territory to limit the impact of further unchecked development. 
 
Results of 60 day Mediation Period 
 
The mediation was successful in obtaining commitments from the Province. The parties agreed 
to undertake measures to begin to address the impacts of development on the landscape and on 
treaty rights.  
 
The parties have agreed to come together on a number initiatives including: 
 

• Development of Shared Decision-making Framework –the Province has agreed to 
develop a framework to include BRFN in shared decision-making in the territory.  

• Amend Land and Resource Management Plan – the Province and BRFN will co-lead 
a public process to amend Fort St. John Land and Resource Management Plan, which 
currently designates the core of BRFN territory as an “Enhanced Resource Development 
Zone”. Estimated 18 month to 2 year process. 

• Land Protection – the Province will, working with BRFN, implement much needed land 
protection in BRFN territory including:  

o Minimum 500,000 ha of Biodiversity Conservation Areas. 
o Broader Full Protection Areas (e.g. Pink Mountain, Dancing Grounds and others 

TBD). 
o Broad implementation of ecosystem based management throughout Fort St John 

Timber Supply Area. This means that key indicators for a healthy ecosystem (e.g 
old forest, linear density, key wildlife habitat, water) must be met first, before 
development can occur (or may not occur). 

• Restoration and Reclamation – the Province will, working with BRFN, remediate oil 
and gas infrastructure and institute area based roll-backs of roads and seismic lines. 

• Wildlife Measures – the Province will, working with BRFN, institute measures to 
protect wildlife including: predator control, wildlife burning and moose inventories that 
incorporate traditional knowledge (to inform regulatory changes). 

• Meaningful Consultation Process – the Province and BRFN agreed to make changes to 
the consultation processes for forestry and oil and gas to ensure that they meaningfully 
account for the impacts to treaty rights. 
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Interim Measures Currently in Place 
 
While these initiatives are being jointly developed, important interim protection measures over 
BRFN’s critical areas have been developed based upon productive collaborative discussions 
between BRFN, the Province and industry. These interim protections include: 
 

• Forestry – 70-80% reduction of planned harvest in BRFN critical areas during approx. 2 
year period while permanent measures are developed 
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• Oil and Gas 

o No (or limited with BRFN approval) further oil and gas tenures to be issued in 
critical areas. 

o Limitations on “new disturbances” in critical areas – so that starting point is the 
reduction of further fragmentation of the landscape during period in which 
permanent measures are developed. BRFN territory is divided into zones and  
“new disturbances” are managed according to the zone:  
 Zones 1 and 3: No new disturbances. New disturbances in Zones 1 and 3 

require a 4:1 mitigation ratio to result in net improvement to critical areas. 
 Zone 2: Limitation on new disturbances. 
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 If new disturbances proposed, application must go to “Flex Team” (joint 
BC, BRFN and Industry team to make recommendations regarding 
applications) for consideration.  
 Exceptions that need not go to Flex Team (yet still go to 

consultation) include the following:  
• occurs on private land;  
• occurs on Crown Agricultural Land Reserves that have 

been converted to agricultural use;  
• occurs for safety and environmental purposes; 
•  occurs on existing pads or other areas previously disturbed 

by industrial activities;  
• occurs in cut blocks less than 20 years old; occurs in cut 

blocks less than 20 years old;  
• is required by the proponent of the North Montney Main 

Line to support the construction of  the National Energy 
Board North Montney Main Line project;  

• is supported by agreements between industry and BRFN 
(e.g., Impact Benefit Agreements, contracts, etc.); and,  

• is supported by the recommendations provided by the 
FlexTeam. 

o Obligation to consult continues to exist, in addition to the new “no new 
disturbances” policy. This obligation from BRFN’s perspective includes:  
 consultation on cumulative impacts; 
 limiting the further fragmentation of the landscape;  
 reducing the development of long term or permanent infrastructure in our 

territory;  
 minimizing impacts on water quality and quantity available to support 

healthy ecosystems and wildlife dependent upon those ecosystems; 
 preserving key components of functional and healthy ecosystems, 

including old forest; 
 protecting culturally important areas; 
 ensuring timely restoration;  
 implementing reclamation offsets to ensure a net reduction in surface 

disturbance in areas of critical importance; and 
 monitoring effects of projects that do proceed, and adjusting mitigation 

measures where appropriate to reduce adverse effects.   
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What Happens Next? 
 
BC held emergency cabinet meetings over the summer to obtain the mandate to implement the 
Adjournment Agreement. Now that those approvals have been confirmed, BRFN has agreed to 
release the interim October 2018 trial start date so as to allow focus on implementation.  
 
BRFN and the Province have agreed to adjourn the start of the trial until April 2019 in order to 
allow time to implement the above measures.  
 
BRFN has not discontinued the civil claim and can proceed to trial in April if the above 
measures do not begin to address the impacts of development on the landscape and on treaty 
rights, or if BRFN is unhappy with the progress of BC in implementation. 
 
Next steps will include implementation of the measures agreed to by BC during mediation. 
Notably, BRFN will be co-leading the amendment to the Land and Resource Management Plan 
with the Province. BRFN will also be working at the Regional Strategic Environmental 
Assessment table with other Treaty No. 8 Nations to ensure prompt and effective development of 
improved management mechanisms for implementation in Treaty No. 8 territory.   
 


